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OUR MISSION 
Our Foundation exists to serve disadvantaged people  
by assisting them to obtain education and employment.
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Mandate 
Our Foundation was created from the 
fruits of the free enterprise system, 
operating in a free and democratic 
society. We believe that the free market 
system is the best in the world, but 
we recognize that some people fail to 
benefit fully from the system through 
no fault of their own. It is these people 
that the Foundation seeks to assist. 
Particularly, our mandate is to serve 
the disabled and those people who are 
disadvantaged because of their social 
or economic circumstances.

Education 
We have chosen education 
because we believe that it is the 
best means to empower people  
to become more independent  
and to participate more fully in  
the benefits of our society.

Strategy 
Our responsibility is to execute 
the Foundation’s core education 
programs effectively and to 
develop new ones. We realize that 
our resources are limited and, 
in order to be most effective, we 
must concentrate our efforts. We 
must also constantly re-evaluate 
and improve our programing, 
and change or replace non-core 
programs when we find alternatives 
offering a better combination of 
value and effectiveness.

Programs
To maximize the impact of our new 
programs, we feel an obligation to do 
more than provide scholarship aid to 
needy individuals. We also seek to 
identify niche areas which may have 
been overlooked or underfunded by 
other educational foundations. We 
seek ways to amplify the impact of our 
programs through cooperation with 
other organizations. 

Partnership 
We realize that our programs are, at 
best, a catalyst. The people we seek to 
assist and the organizations that serve 
them do the real work of change and 
are usually the best source of ideas 
for new program initiatives. We look 
to them to help us understand how 
to make our work more effective, and 
whenever we can usefully do so, we 
engage them as partners.

Risk Taking 
Just as the free market system 
fosters progress through innovation, 
the Foundation hopes to employ 
innovative programs to achieve its 
goals. Cognizant of the fact that 
innovation always carries with it the 
risk of failure, we will proceed only 
after careful evaluation and will 
monitor our programs closely as they 
progress. 

Stewardship 
The Foundation is intended to 
be a perpetual body, and it is our 
responsibility to improve it with 
each succeeding generation. We 
attempt to do this by creative 
programing, vigilant oversight of 
existing programs, and careful 
nurturing of our organization and 
its financial assets. The Foundation 
seeks to grow its assets over the long 
term by achieving at least an annual 
rate of return of 5% plus the annual 
inf lation rate.

CORE VALUES
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Theodore Roosevelt Johnson and  
Vivian Macleod Johnson  

at a gala

FOUNDATION HISTORY

T heodore Roosevelt Johnson began his 
employment with a fledgling parcel 
delivery business on the west coast in 

the early 1920s. The company became known 
as United Parcel Service and Mr. Johnson, after 
acquiring his MBA by going to college at night, 
became its Vice President in charge of Human 
Resources. As a senior employee Mr. Johnson was 
given the opportunity to buy stock in the company, 
which he did whenever he could. By the early 
1950s Mr. Johnson and his wife, Vivian Macleod 
Johnson, were able to retire. They settled in Palm 
Beach County, Florida, and kept their stock in UPS. 

During retirement Mr. and Mrs. Johnson gave 
generously of their time and money to educational causes. 
By the late 1980s the value of their UPS stock had grown 
exponentially and the idea of the Johnson Scholarship Foundation 
began to germinate. Mr. Johnson often said that he and Mrs. Johnson had 
been “lucky” with money and he wanted to help those who had been less fortunate. 

Education had played an important part in Mr. Johnson’s career advancement, and it 
was natural for him to use education as a vehicle to help others. Just as education had 
helped him, it would empower other young people to get good jobs or start companies 
or to otherwise follow their dreams. Education would be the means for disadvantaged 
people to participate more fully in the benefits of a free and democratic society.

The Foundation was formally created by Mr. Johnson in 1991, and its assets were 
consolidated in 1993 with a trust established by Mrs. Johnson, who had predeceased 
her husband. The Foundation was to provide financial support to individuals who 
were qualified to attend college but lacked the financial means to do so. Within this 
broad context of scholarship support, the Johnsons also sought to benefit particular 
groups and institutions. Among the groups were economically disadvantaged, 
physically disabled, blind, deaf and hearing-impaired students, Indigenous Peoples, 
and children of UPS employees in Florida.

The Foundation has made grants in support of its mission to assist disadvantaged 
people to obtain education and employment. The best of these grants have helped 
people and organizations to grow and reach new heights. Individuals have been 
empowered to obtain education and productive employment, and organizations that 
serve these individuals have been strengthened and changed.
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A MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

J SF’s founders mandated it to be a perpetual foundation. It aspires to 
have an unlimited horizon and this is reflected in its grantmaking. 
Assisting people to obtain education so that they can get meaningful 

employment is a long-term proposition and JSF approaches every grantmaking 
relationship with that in mind. How can we give long lasting help to our grantee 
partner without becoming a “forever funder?”

Grantmaking relationships between JSF and its partners usually last several 
years and typically begin with a two-year commitment. If things unfold as 
everyone hopes, then we and our grantee partner usually discuss sustainability. 
With Berklee, Gonzaga, and Fort Lewis, sustainability was achieved by 
multiyear grant agreements which provided for matching contributions to 
help build an endowment. The matching component helped our grantee 
partners to attract new donors and thereby enhanced their fundraising 
capacity. The match enticed other people to give and, more importantly, to 
continue giving. Matching grants prime the pump and generate a lasting flow 
of money from new donors. 

With Bridges and Berklee’s City Music Network, the strategy was matching 
grants to help them expand their operations. Bridges and the City Music 
Network deliver services in multiple cities and the matching funds were used 
to entice local donors. As the number of locations and the scope of their 
services expanded, so did the number of donors and this fueled sustainability. 
ANSEP and FAU are new relationships and, if they prove successful, 
discussions about sustainability will take place in the future. We don’t know 
what this will look like, but matching grants will likely be a part of the strategy. 
They provide leverage for JSF grants and help our grantee partners to become 
more independent after our grants have concluded. 

JSF’s investment policy also reflects its perpetual horizon.  It is designed to 
produce higher returns in the long term and to accept more volatility along 
the way. In this way we hope to maintain or even increase the purchasing 
power of JSF’s endowment for future generations. With JSF now in its third 
decade, we realize that it is just a beginning, and the work will continue for 
many generations to come. 

R. Malcolm Macleod, Q.C.
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Robert A. Krause

A MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

I took my twin little sisters to see the sunrise off Palm Beach. They were 
about 8 years old when we quietly sat in the sand and waited for the sun 
to appear. When it did, they were enamored and wanted to know how 

often this happened. For at least the next few days, it changed the way they 
understood their day. Me too.  

Picking up our heads from the daily grind of life and taking in a bigger picture 
of our surroundings was part of the inspiration for choosing our theme of 
“horizons.” Both perspectives are critical for healthy organizations that value 
impact. Annual reports give organizations like ours an opportunity to look 
in every direction for horizons that offer insights from our past and hint at 
potential opportunities in our future.

In our 2022 Annual Report you’ll find accounts of the more immediate. We 
include our grants for the year, our up-to-date financial data and our current 
Board, Staff and Consultant personnel. There’s information in the report that 
chronicles significant events that occurred in 2022. We moved our office from 
a location that had been home for over 10 years. Director of 22 years Hugh 
Brown retired from the Board. CFO Dick Krause announced his retirement 
after 31 years of service to the Foundation. Johnson Scholarship Foundation 
distributed our largest annual grant budget in our history.

We have also highlighted six grantee partners whose stories range widely in 
their connection to JSF. The partnerships range from as new as last year to 
as long standing as starting 23 years ago. Collectively, they shed light on our 
story. These accounts include testimonies from students, acknowledgements 
from partners, explanations of the work they do, and reflections from JSF 
members.

Thse current and distant partnerships offer perspectives that help shape 
our work going forward. We are reminded of what we’ve learned. We are 
encouraged by the thought that our work today can yield real change in the 
future. And like two little girls who see the sunrise for the first time, the view 
can help us better understand our day.



A MESSAGE FROM THE TREASURER

H orizons. What does that mean in general? Webster’s Dictionary 
defines horizon as the apparent junction where the earth and the 
sky meet. So, what does that mean to JSF and what does it mean to 

our treasury? For some of our grantees, that may mean for us to come beside 
them to partner in realizing what might be coming beyond the horizon — the 
coming of the dawn. For others, it may mean the sunset of our relationship 
and we see the greatness that lie beyond the horizon; they are ready to soar. In 
either case or any case in between, we celebrate the hopes that lie beyond their 
horizons. After all, we are in this together!

JSF has maintained its steadfast support and continued partnership with its 
grantees, using its treasury as the vehicle. The Board continues to develop 
strategies and make decisions that align with the Foundation’s focused 
mission and goals. 

Unfortunately, however, the Foundation is not immune to the financial 
instability that the whole world experienced in 2022. As you will see in the 
financial statement, we took some hits. Yet, our financial goals of generating 
long term returns to provide grants and grow our asset base in real dollars 
remain the same. While our Investment and Audit & Risk Committees 
continue to meet regularly to ensure that the Grant Program Committee will 
have confidence in the diligent duties of making grants, the rate of return 
continues to be unpredictable.

The committees and personnel assigned to lead and manage the fiduciary 
responsibilities (Investment, Executive & Finance, Audit & Risk, and 
the Chief Financial Officer) continue to place their watchful eyes and are 
transparent in the process. They are looking not only at how we are investing 
but where we are investing. The Investment Committee continued to monitor 
the Foundation’s assets and work diligently with our investment managers. 
The Audit & Risk Committee also continued its quarterly meetings while the 
Chief Financial Officer provided monthly financial reports.  

The visual display on the chart on the next page communicates information 
about our investments, asset allocations, and charitable expenditures for the 
year ending December 31, 2022. Our annualized total asset goal remains the 
same, at 5% plus the rate of inflation. Our annualized portfolio asset value 
shrank from 21.28% in 2021 to -12.4% in 2022.  Our real growth in total 
assets is -22.94% compared to last year’s 9.33%.

The Foundation’s investments have dwindled from $289 million to $241 
million in 2022. The real growth of our investments moved from 6% in 
2021 to 5% in 2022. Relatively, the Foundation is doing ok, and our financial 
standing is stable.

Bea O. Awoniyi, Ph.D.
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Charitable
Expenses
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Grants
78%
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
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Other 
Grants 

$171,527

Serving  
Disadvantaged

$80,021,769

Serving  
Indigenous Peoples

$30,307,103

Serving  
Disability

$55,029,305

What We Fund
We fund scholarship, educational and employment-related programs that serve people who demonstrate financial need. All of the 
Foundation’s programs are meant to help people who, through no fault of their own, do not enjoy the advantages of the affluent. 
Because the Foundation’s resources are limited, its programs need a sharp focus in order to make a difference.

The Foundation’s programing is particularly focused on Indigenous Peoples, people with disabilities, and people who are socially 
and economically disadvantaged. We favor situations where we can identify a desired result, serve as a catalyst to help bring about 
that result and then move on to another opportunity. All of these programs address financial need and are designed to help people 
to obtain meaningful employment.

Who We Fund
The Foundation makes grants only to institutions and organizations. It does not make grants to individuals. Individuals seeking 
financial aid should apply to one of the Foundation’s partner institutions.

How and When to Apply for a Grant
The Foundation accepts and considers proposals from any qualified organization. If you think that your organization qualifies, 
please visit the Foundation’s website at www.jsf.bz and familiarize yourself with the Foundation’s mission, strategy and grantmaking 
history. Organizations contemplating proposing a grant should consider how it would align with the Foundation’s mission and 
strategy, what impact it would have and how its impact would be evaluated. If you think that your organization aligns with the 
Foundation’s mission, then submit an online Letter of Inquiry (LOI), which will be reviewed and answered. There is no deadline. 
The Foundation’s Grant Program Committee meets in March, September and December of each year. If the LOI is accepted, your 
organization will be invited to submit a grant proposal. The proposal should contain a plan for the continuation of the activity after 
the grant has concluded or an explanation of why the activity will no longer be necessary. Proposals should also include detailed 
information about the prospective grantee, its history, mission, strategies, key people and financial circumstances. Please note that 
throughout the grant application process, the Foundation will make itself available for questions and open discussion.

Grants Since Inception 

GRANTS STRATEGY AND TOTALS SINCE INCEPTION
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GRANTS FOR 2022 
Scholarship America -   
children of UPS employees $1,610,000
Palm Beach Atlantic University $1,080,000
University of Florida $400,000
Take Stock in Children $330,000
Florida Atlantic University $235,750
Nativity Preparatory School $200,000
The School District of Palm Beach County $115,610
Sonoma State University $110,000
University of New Brunswick $102,604
Providence St. Mel School $100,000
Ulster Community College Foundation $86,000
Boys Hope Girls Hope $85,000
Elevation Scholars $50,000
Florida Gulf Coast University $50,000
The Academy at Charlemont $30,000
Christie Community Foundation $25,000
Florida Baptist Children’s Home $25,000
Northwestern Ontario Women’s Centre $25,000
Nova Scotia Community College Foundation $25,000
Oakville Community Foundation $25,000
Operation Jump Start $15,000
Santa Fe College $14,500
Star Center Children’s Theatre $12,000
Corazon Healdsburg $10,000
Fundy Community Foundation $10,000
Mount St. Vincent University $10,000
Hardee County Education Foundation $5,000
Paden City Foundation $5,000
The King’s Academy $5,000
Education Foundation of Alachua County $2,500
University of Colorado Foundation $2,000
Leverett Education Foundation $1,000
Path to College $1,000
SendmeMissions $1,000
Southern Illinois University $1,000
Center for Independent Living $500
East Stroudsburg University Foundation $250
Flagler College $250
Lake Worth Dollars for Scholars, Inc. $250
Peaceful Paths Domestic Abuse Network $250
EmpowHer of the Palm Beaches $200
Scholarship America - Johnson Scholars in  
Palm Beach County schools -$71,250

Total Disadvantaged 
$4,735,414

Florida School for the Deaf & the Blind $730,000
Gallaudet University $730,000
State University System of Florida $690,000
Bridges from School to Work  $250,000
Clarke Schools for Hearing and Speech $204,000
Landmark College $200,000
Groves Learning Organization $150,000
George Washington University $125,000
Weingarten Children’s Center $110,000
Perkins School for the Blind $100,000
A G Bell Association $75,000
VIA  $73,709
University of North Florida $59,500
Eye to Eye $51,000
Florida International University $42,750
Mount Allison University $38,136
Florida Agricultural & Mechanical University $24,000
University of Central Florida $15,075
University of Florida $12,600
Florida Atlantic University $10,800
Florida State University $9,600
University of South Florida $8,325
University of West Florida $6,500
Florida Polytechnic University $5,435
Florida Gulf Coast University $4,100
New College of Florida $1,815
Florida Association on  
Higher Education & Disability $500

 Total Disability  
$3,727,845

Institute of American Indian Art $329,350
Fort Lewis College $305,148
Oglala Lakota College $300,000
Pathways to Education Canada $250,000
Northwest Indian College $201,474
American Indian Graduate Center $200,000
University of Alaska  $150,000
American Indigenous Business Leaders  $109,000
American Indian Science &  
Engineering Society $100,000
Diné College $100,000
Toronto Metropolitan University $87,908
University of North Carolina - Pembroke $75,000
Martin Family Initiative  $74,190
Cape Breton University $73,299
Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe College $70,000
Scottsdale Community College $63,880
Robeson Community College $55,000
Aaniiih Nakoda College $47,250
Alaska Pacific University $39,000
Southwestern Indian Polytechnic Institute $35,000
University of Alaska - Fairbanks $30,000
First Peoples Fund $10,750
National Indian Child Welfare Association $4,250
Native Public Media $4,000
Harvard University $3,500

Total  Indigenous Peoples 
$2,717,999

Florida Philanthropic Network $18,000
Center for Effective Philanthrophy $5,000
Exponent Philanthrophy $500

Total Professional Associations 
$23,500

 Total 2022 grants  
$11,204,758
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GONZAGA UNIVERSITY

A fter seven years as a scholarship manager for the 
American Indian College Fund, Kellie Jewett-
Fernandez decided to pursue an MBA and work to 

promote economic development in Indigenous communities.

She chose Gonzaga University because of its MBA in American 
Indian Entrepreneurship (MBA-AIE), and she earned her 
degree in 2011.

Jewett-Fernandez, a member of the Cheyenne River Lakota 
tribe, was a single mother when she went back to school. “Not 
only did I want to ensure I had the ability to provide for my 
daughter, I wanted to show her the work and the value in 
education,” she said.

Today, Jewett-Fernandez helps many Indigenous students 
prepare for STEM careers in her role as chief development 
officer for the American Indian Science and Engineering 
Society, or AISES. Her progress is the embodiment of what 
was envisioned when Johnson Scholarship Foundation first 
partnered with Gonzaga two decades ago.

“Completing the MBA-AIE program gave me the tools, 
confidence, network, and cultural support that has been critical 
in helping me make an impact in supporting Indigenous people 
and communities,” she said. 

The MBA-AIE program launched in 2001. The Johnson 
Scholarship Foundation selected Gonzaga University as the 
host school for the program because of its national recognition, 
its proximity to Native communities and its demonstrated 
enthusiasm for the program. 

The program’s initial purpose was to educate faculty and staff at 
tribal colleges who would produce students ready to stimulate 
business development on reservations. It remains to this day 

the only MBA program of its kind 
in the United States.

Over the last 21 years, the program has evolved from a three-
year to a two-year cohort program, and it is now open to 
enrolled members of Federally recognized American Indian/
Alaska Native tribes as well as individuals working for Native-
owned businesses. The main goal of the program, however, 
has remained the same: to educate business leaders in Native 
American communities, thereby spurring economic growth.

“Throughout the history of the program, the Johnson 
Scholarship Foundation has been a forward-thinking, 
collaborative partner to Gonzaga University, encouraging GU 
to evolve the MBA-AIE program as needed

Kellie Jewett-
Fernandez
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 to stay relevant to industry demands of future MBAs and expand the reach 
of the program to as many Indigenous people as possible,” said Tina Swannack, 

who served for two years as the program’s coordinator and graduate academic 
advisor.

The MBA-AIE program’s reputation for excellence in Native American higher 
education continues to grow. In U.S. News & World Report’s 2023 ranking of Best 

Graduate Schools, it ranked the MBA-AIE program the 14th best specialty graduate 
entrepreneurship program in the nation.  

To date, the MBA-AIE program has graduated 83 highly educated and capable business professionals. Many have 
advanced into leadership positions within their tribes, organizations and communities. The program also has inspired several 
graduates to pursue doctoral degrees so they can be part of the effort to educate the next generation of Indigenous business leaders.

Among them is Brandon Haugen, a 2011 graduate who is now in a Ph.D. program. He also serves 
as executive director of real estate for the Kalispel tribe, of which he is an enrolled member.

“This is a very special program with a lot of Native students who are all seeking 
the same thing,” Haugen said. “They can all lean on each other to help one 

another become successful, even after they graduate.”

JSF Reflection
The Gonzaga MBA- AIE program has benefited – and 
will continue to benefit – Indigenous communities in 
innumerable ways. No JSF program demonstrates more 
dramatically what investing in education for the long-term 
can do. These 83 graduates, the majority of whom work for 
their Native Nations or Indigenous organizations, will have 
a lasting impact on their families, in their communities, 
across Indian Country, and for generations to come. We are 
proud to have played a supportive role in launching and 
endowing the program for future generations. 

Sherry Salway Black, Vice Chair, JSF Board of Directors

Brandon Haugen
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BERKLEE CITY MUSIC

B erklee City Music (BCM) has been achieving equity in education for over 25 years. Using 
contemporary popular music to reach and inspire young people in their development and 
learning, BCM works with marginalized communities to help develop talented youth and 

provide them with pathways to college.

The Johnson Scholarship Foundation has been a vital partner in the growth and expansion of BCM 
over the years, supporting hundreds of students through scholarships to attend Berklee’s pre-college 
summer performance program and through full scholarships to attend Berklee College of Music. 
The Foundation has also made investments to support programmatic expansion, including the 
City Music Preparatory Academy that provides tuition-free pre-college programming on Saturdays 
for students in grades 4-8, and providing a foundation for national expansion with the Berklee City 
Music Network, now a global network serving over 60,000 young people across the globe.

The support of JSF provided an important vote of confidence early on that has encouraged so many 
others to support the program. Today, the legacy of generosity continues through the Johnson Challenge Endowed 
Scholarship Fund, which provides life-changing scholarships for dozens of students each year, helping to ensure a more stable 

future for them beyond graduation. BCM alumni go on to successful careers in music, 
the performing arts, and many other fields, including law, medicine, technology, and 

higher education. 

William Junior is among those whose path through Berklee City Music 
took them in a different direction. Through his participation in the 

Berklee City Music Program, Junior earned a full scholarship 
to attend Berklee where he undertook a dual major in music 
education and music business. While at Berklee, Junior’s 
love for the sciences was reignited when he took a course in 
adolescent psychology. 

After graduating Berklee, Junior enrolled in a post-
baccalaureate program at the University of Massachusetts, 
passed the MCAT, and applied to Temple University 
School of Medicine in Philadelphia. He later learned that 
his interviewers at Temple saw special qualities in him. 
Studying music, and teaching for a time in the Boston public 
schools, gave him an advantage over other applications. 
After graduating as an M.D. from Temple, Junior applied 
and was accepted to the Yale School of Medicine in the 
anesthesiology residency-training program.

Dr. William Junior
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Tuffus Zimbabwe began attending Berklee’s City Music program in 
middle school and later earned a full scholarship to the college through the 
program. He credits the program’s supportive environment and the close 
mentorship of faculty members such as Winston Maccow, who “helped 
me to find my sound,” and “taught me how to function in a group and to 
support singers,” as being invaluable to his career success. Zimbabwe has 
been a pianist for the Saturday Night Live 
band on NBC since 2010.

Zimbabwe also mentored 
the next generation of 

City Music students 
while enrolled at 

Berklee, and he taught in 
the program after he graduated. He 

worked as an accompanist in Berklee’s Voice 
Department before moving to New York, where he 

earned a master’s degree in Jazz Studies from NYU. “The entire 
City Music experience was an opportunity that otherwise would not have 
been available to me. It was college-level training at no cost while I was in 
high school, and the chance to build on that foundation while in college 
without incurring the student loan debt that so many other graduates 
carry.”

JSF Reflection
In 1999 Berklee City Music was a program that used music as a medium to connect with 
underserved youth in the City of Boston and lead them towards education. The program 
fit JSF’s mission and strategy and was small enough for our investment to make a 
difference. We began with scholarships to attend Berklee College of Music, expanded our 
grants to fund the development of Saturday school and mentoring for younger children, 
and in 2004 we helped Berklee to build a permanent endowment in support of this 
program. JSF’s early grants helped to catalyze the exponential growth of City Music.   

Malcolm Macleod, Chair, JSF Board of Directors

Tuffus Zimbabwe
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P atrick Dede became a human resources manager for Old Navy stores in the Dallas-Fort Worth area just as widespread 
vaccinations gradually helped the world resume some semblance of normalcy after 
the start of the pandemic. Then and now, the Great Resignation and labor 

shortages have made headlines.

Dede knew that developing a talent pipeline for the stores was going 
to be a big challenge, especially as hiring ramped up for the peak 
holiday season. He contacted the Bridges from School to Work 
(Bridges) director in Texas, Robert Mollard, about recruiting 
candidates for retail jobs.

“Old Navy commits to diversity and inclusion by hiring youth 
of color from the communities where their stores do business,” 
Mollard said. “Store managers foster a supportive work 
environment — whether their employees want to work toward 
a retail industry career or just need a job to pay bills while they 
follow other dreams or aspirations.”

Mollard, with 27 years of experience forging employer liaisons, 
has helmed the Dallas and Fort Worth Bridges program since 
it began in 2005. It is among 12 locations across the country that 
bring together employers who need qualified workers and youth with 
disabilities who struggle to connect to jobs. 

This year in Dallas-Fort Worth, with the aid of 
Dede, Mollard and his team of job counselors 

have connected three Bridges participants to jobs with Old Navy. All w e r e 
hired to work part-time during their high school senior year in jobs they 

continued to hold after they graduated.

Bridges personnel in all 12 cities work with public high school seniors 
and recent graduates to prepare them for — and connect them to — the 
adult workforce. Bridges participants range in age from 17 to 24, with 
an average age at enrollment of 19. 

Since Bridges began in 1990, more than 21,000 participants have 
landed good jobs with advancement potential. The Bridges programs 
across the country are all part of a nonprofit organization established 
by the Marriott family to improve employment outcomes for young 

adults with disabilities.

Patrick Dede

Robert Mollard
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In 2022 Bridges received its second grant from the Johnson Scholarship Foundation, one that will help the organization build its 
capacity over the next five years. The previous five-year grant from JSF was instrumental in launching ongoing Bridges programs 
in Fort Worth, Boston, and New York City, the latter now the fastest growing among the 12 cities.

New York is also one of the cities where the partnership with Old Navy has since expanded. Others include San Francisco and 
Oakland, with Boston and Philadelphia as possible future locations.

At a recent work-based learning event expressly for New York City Bridges participants, nine young adults and their Bridges job 
counselors spent the afternoon at a store in the Bronx listening to Old Navy store managers speak about career pathways available 
within the company. These managers, who came from locations around the city, all shared one thing in common: they began their 
Old Navy careers in hourly, part-time jobs.

Bridges hopes the partnership will spread to other cities, said Bridges Executive Director Tad Asbury. “The Old Navy partnership 
is emblematic of Bridges’ employer-driven philosophy: For the Bridges program to succeed, it must bring as much value to 
business and industry as it does to the young adults who enroll.” 

JSF Reflection
JSF has partnered with Bridges in the past and we have been impressed with their 
success in placing young adults with disabilities in competitive, integrated employment. 
The Bridges employee representatives work diligently, one-on-one with Bridges 
participants from the time they enter the program through preparation for interviews, job 
placement and follow-up while they are employed. We are aware that Bridges’ success 
rate with placing young adults is unmatched by any other program and we anticipate 
that as they scale up, they will place even more people on the job. 

I. King Jordan, Jr., JSF Disability Programs Consultant
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W hen the Johnson Scholarship Foundation launched a scholarship program at Fort Lewis 
College in 2019, 200 Native American business majors were enrolled in the School 
of Business Administration, students like Danielle Joe, a single mother studying 

accounting who was determined to get her degree.

A $2,000 scholarship in her senior year helped Danielle navigate working fulltime, 
studying, and raising her son, Alexander. 

“The scholarship application inspired me by asking questions about what I 
wanted to do with my life,” Joe said. “And the funds definitely helped with 
rent and bringing food to the table and taking off that extra load of stress of 
going to school full-time, working and being a single parent.”

True to her intentions, Joe returned to her home in Lók’aa’ch’égai, Arizona, 
after graduation to help her family operate their grocery store, one of only 
13 in the Navajo Nation. 

Today, 248 students are enrolled in the FLC School of Business 
Administration. They and many more who follow will have a chance 
to make a difference in their lives and on their reservations through a 
scholarship endowment being built with a challenge grant from the Johnson 
Scholarship Foundation. 

JSF’s conditional pledge was given in part because of success stories like 
Danielle’s. It challenges the FLC Foundation and School of Business 
Administration to raise a $1 million match over the next five years. Within 
months, significant partners emerged, impressed with JSF’s emphasis on a 
program that benefits local economic development. 

The endeavor will create the largest scholarship endowment in FLC’s history.

“It is terrific that we have the opportunity to endow this amazing program, which 
is meant to positively impact economic development throughout Native American and 
Alaska Native communities,” said Steve Elias, dean of the School of Business Administration. “I 
cannot overstate the importance of others joining this collective effort at unlocking the $1 million 
challenge from the Johnson Scholarship Foundation so that we can maximize our impact.” 

Danielle Joe is the embodiment of JSF’s commitment to investing in Native American education.

“Fort Lewis and the Johnson Scholarship Foundation gave me, a Rez girl from Lók’aa’ch’égai, the opportunity to grow 
into the businesswoman and leader I am today,” Joe said. “I’m not making a million dollars, but I am back home 
serving my community.”
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JSF Reflection 
In the spring of 2018, the JSF Grant Program Committee reviewed the new 
school visit report and approved Fort Lewis College for an on-campus visit. 
As the Indigenous Peoples Programs Consultant, I conducted a campus visit 
and was very impressed with FLC. The Grant Program Committee approved 
the FLC report and authorized FLC to apply for the Entrepreneurship 
Scholarship program. In September 2018, the Grant Program Committee 
approved FLC for funding. FLC is now our most significant and most 
extensive participant in the Entrepreneurship Scholarship program.

Rick Williams, JSF Indigenous Peoples Programs Consultant

Danielle  Joe
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ALASKA NATIVE SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 
PROGRAM (ANSEP)

A cross Alaska, Native populations are among the most impoverished in the country, limiting educational opportunities 
for Native students. The Alaska Native Science & Engineering Program is changing that picture, bridging the gaps of 
dollars and distance in the Frontier State. A partnership with the Johnson Scholarship Foundation expands the academic 

opportunities to more Alaska Native students to participate in three ANSEP components – the Acceleration Academy, Summer 
Bridge and University Success. 

The Acceleration Academy is opening doors to quality education to high school students in even the most remote parts of the 
state. Participants graduate from high school with more than 100 college credits that count toward bachelor’s degree programs 
and take them from eighth grade to a college degree in just five years. With an 80 percent completion rate of university courses, 
they are among the top students in the nation; 95 percent advance one level or more in math or science each semester. 

From the Acceleration Academy, many students then participate in ANSEP’s Summer Bridge, which gives high school graduates 
the opportunity to gain first-hand experience as a STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) or business field 
professional through a paid summer internship. It prepares the students academically, professionally and socially for college and 
careers. Last summer, 20 participated in internships across Alaska, studying topics as diverse as studying walrus habitats and 
behaviors to researching permafrost and biodiversity in the field. 

Once in college, the ANSEP University Success component supports students by providing them with a community on campus, 
small-group study sessions, professional mentorship, research projects, internships, housing, scholarships and student activities. 
Over 75 percent of ANSEP University Success participants have graduated or are currently enrolled and go on to work in 
leadership positions in Alaska’s workforce. The JSF grant provides college students with the community and resources they need 
not only to succeed academically and socially, but also to freely and comfortably embrace their heritage in the presence of like-
minded individuals.

With the support of the Johnson Scholarship Foundation, ANSEP and its work to power systemic change for Alaska Natives will 
continue to expand and provide students across the state with access to a quality education. 
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JSF Reflection
JSF was looking for our first grantee 
partner in Alaska. The Rasmuson 
Foundation connected us to ANSEP 
Founder Herb Schroeder, Ph.D., a 
professor of engineering at the 
University of Alaska, Anchorage. Herb 
was quick to spotlight the students 
and their achievements. We found 
ANSEP’s culture and programing to 
reflect the discipline of an engineer 
– it was pragmatic, hands on and 
results driven. We were excited to 
find such a promising partner in this 
new frontier. 

Robert A. Krause, CEO
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FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

N ot only is Juliana Vargas the first in her family to attend college, she’s also making the leap from a two-year college to a state 
university. She’s attending Florida Atlantic University as one of the first incoming transfer students to participate in a new 
program designed to make the transition easier

In 2022, the Johnson Scholarship Foundation awarded FAU, a 30,000-student public university with six campuses in South 
Florida, a $943,000 matching grant over four years that will improve the retention, matriculation, graduation and career readiness 
of first-generation transfer students like Vargas.

“I am beyond thankful and honored to have been accepted for this 
scholarship,” she said. “Making my parents proud, as well as myself, 
is my ultimate happiness, and I know this will bring me one 
step closer to achieving my career goals.” 

Through the Johnson First-Generation Transfer 
Scholars Program at FAU, each Johnson Scholar 
receives a $2,000 scholarship each year for two years 
or until they graduate, whichever happens sooner. 
That’s just the beginning of the support, however. All 
Scholars receive important wrap-around support and 
career services that are designed to enhance overall 
employability upon graduation.

FAU engages first-generation transfer students with 
ongoing success coaching and provides the institutional 
knowledge and support required to maximize their 
success. Scholars build deep relationships through one-on-
one mentoring with faculty, staff and peers.

Throughout their academic journeys, scholars engage with FAU’s Career 
Center counselors to optimize their professional goals post-graduation.

Through FAU’s Office of First-Generation Student Success, scholars meet other first-generation transfer students and 
work with staff who help assist with career readiness. They also learn how to maximize academic success and career opportunities 
while in school.

“Often the transfer student population gets caught in the middle of the attention given to first-time-in-college students, or 
graduation preparation and job placement for our juniors and seniors,” said Dr. Keven Allen, Jr., who oversaw the Office of First-
Generation Student Success when the program began. 

“Additionally, most transfer students are not the same age as traditional college students and have less time to reach their academic 
and career goals once arriving to campus,” Dr. Allen said.

He noted that this is complicated by the nuances and challenges of being a first-generation student.

“A program like the Johnson First-Generation Transfer Scholars Program brings attention to this unique population of students,” 
he said. “It provides them not only with resources, but a community of people who understands and advocates for their unique 
experiences, along with a commitment to their academic and career success.”

Juliana Vargas
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JSF Reflection
Students work hard to achieve success, overcoming obstacles encountered. Everyone 
knows how important it is to work hard, but not everyone knows how important it is for 
universities to provide support to students. Florida Atlantic University knows this and will 
support their students through the Johnson First-Generation Transfer Scholars Program.  
It is a well-designed program that offers scholarships, mentoring, career counseling, and 
a variety of programs targeted to first-generation students.  Hard work combined with 
support will equal success, in university and career.  That’s an outcome in which JSF is 
pleased to play a part. 

David Blaikie, JSF Board of Directors

Dr. Keven Allen, Jr.



My 23 years on the JSF board has been an enlightening experience 
which just got better with time. The JSF mission, the people (Board 
members, staff, consultants and grantees), the financial challenges 
and the countless grantee visits all have added up to a great trip for 
me. I have learned that giving away money effectively is probably 
harder than making it. It’s been fun and I am lucky and thankful to 
have had the opportunity to contribute toward JSF’s success which I 
am sure will continue.

Hugh Brown
JSF Board of Directors 1999-2022, current Financial Consultant
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

William J. Corwin, J.D.
Secretary

Leverett, Massachusetts

Audit & Risk Committee
Executive & Finance Committee

Governance & Nominating Committee
Grant Program Committee

R. Malcolm Macleod, Q.C.
Board Chair

Lorneville, Nova Scotia, Canada

Executive & Finance Committee
Governance & Nominating Committee

Grant Program Committee
Investment Committee

David L. Blaikie, LLM
Tantallon, Nova Scotia, Canada

Audit & Risk Committee
Governance & Nominating Committee

Grant Program Committee

Robert A. Krause
CEO

Singer Island, Florida

Executive & Finance Committee
Grant Program Committee

Investment Committee
Governance & Nominating Committee

Bea O. Awoniyi, Ph.D.
Treasurer

Gainesville, Florida

Audit & Risk Committee
Compensation Committee

Executive & Finance Committee
Grant Program Committee

Mike J. Miller, CFA, ICD.D.
Oakville, Ontario, Canada

Compensation Committee
Governance & Nominating Committee

Grant Program Committee
Investment Committee

Sherry Salway Black, MBA
Board Vice Chair

Falmouth, Virginia

Audit & Risk Committee
Compensation Committee

Executive & Finance Committee
Grant Program Committee
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND STAFF

The 2022 JSF Board of Directors: Bill Corwin, David Blaikie, Sherry Salway Black, Malcolm Macleod, Hugh Brown, Bobby Krause, Bea Awoniyi, 
Mike Miller

Photo by Isaiah Haber.

Robert A. Krause
Chief Executive Officer 

rak@jsf.bz

Richard A. Krause
Chief Financial Officer 

krause@jsf.bz

Sharon L. Wood
Office Manager 
Program Officer 

wood@jsf.bz

Lady T. Hereford
Program Specialist 

hereford@jsf.bz

STAFF
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AFFILIATIONS
Exponent Philanthropy

 
Florida Philanthropic 

Network

Foundation Financial 
Officers Group

Grantmakers For 
Education

National Scholarship 
Providers Association

CONSULTANTS
BSE Design & Communications

Sue Liss 
Jupiter, Florida

Hugh M. Brown
Financial Consultant  

Mississauga, Ontario, Canada

Prime Buchholz
Richard M. Morrison, CFA and  

Ian D. MacPherson, CFA 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 

Angie Francalancia
Communications Specialist 

Wellington, Florida

Sanford Howard
Audit Committee Member 
West Palm Beach, Florida

I. King Jordan, Jr.
Disability Programs Consultant 

Washington, D.C.

Kiwi Partners 
Katie West, QuickBooks Consultant  

New York, New York 

Templeton & Company, LLC
John Templeton 
Jamie Bethel and 
John Chenoweth 

West Palm Beach, Florida

Kristine Webb, Ph.D.
PACKS Consultant 
Chuluota, Florida

Rick Williams
Indigenous Peoples Programs Consultant 

Broomfield, Colorado

DISCOVERY ASSOCIATES
Rayna Aylward
Annandale, Virginia

Konrad Glogowski
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada

Bervin Harris
Orangeburg, New York

Vickie Oldman
Rio Rancho, New Mexico

Kevin Webb
Leesburg, Virginia

Emily White Hat
Berthoud, Colorado

JSF lost a dear friend, Bob Lorence, 
in 2022. Bob served 15 years as 
JSF’s consultant for Indigenous 
Programs until his retirement in 
2015. We are grateful for his many 
contributions to the Foundation.
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www.twitter.com/JohnsonScholar
www.facebook.com/johnsonscholarships

www.linkedin.com/company/johnson-scholarship-
foundation

www.jsf.bz 
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YEAR IN REVIEW



1.	 JSF’s	new	location	in	West	Palm	Beach,	
Florida.

2.	 Rebecca	Ridge	of	Operation	Jump	Start,	
David	Blaikie,	Bobby	Krause	and	Susan	
Krause	in	Long	Beach,	California.

3.	 Emilio	Alonso-Mendoza	of	A.G.	Bell	
Association	for	the	Deaf	and	Hard	of	Hearing	
with	King	Jordan,	Sherry	Salway	Black	and	
Bobby	Krause	in	Washington,	D.C.

4.	 Adib	Jamshedi,	Bobby	Krause	and	Brandon	
Morris	at	Northwest	Indian	College	in	
Bellingham,	Washington.

5.	 Sharon	Wood	and	Lady	Hereford	at	the	
Take	Stock/Johnson	Scholars	graduation	
near	West	Palm	Beach,	Florida.

6.	 Sonoma	State	University	student	Sarahi	
Hernandez	and	King	Jordan	in	Rohnert	
Park,	California.

7.	 Mike	Miller,	Rick	Williams	and	Bobby	Krause	
with	faculty	and	students	at	Salish	Kootenai	
College	in	Pablo,	Montana.

8.	 Johnson	Scholarship	Day	at	Palm	Beach	
Atlantic	University	in	West	Palm	Beach,	
Florida.

9.	 Bobby	Krause	with	students	and	staff	at	
Boys	Hope	Girls	Hope	in	St.	Louis,	Missouri.

10.	Cohort	XIII	of	the	MBA	in	American	Indian	
Entrepreneurship	program	at	Gonzaga	
University	in	Spokane,	Washington.

11.	JSF	Staff,	Consultants	and	Discovery	
Associates	in	Tampa,	Florida.
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One North Clematis Street  
Suite 307  
West Palm Beach, Florida 33401


